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HAPPENINGS ON PENSION ISSUE FOR BSNL PENSIONERS ---  

KNOWN  AND  UNKNOWN  FACTS.  --   Amit Kumar Gupta. AGS/ AIRBSNLEWA  

Ever since the problems for 

implementation of 78.2% IDA merger have 

been cropped up, and we came to know 

that so called 60:40 pension sharing order 

of 2006 is not only an administrative order 

but there is a cabinet knock behind it we 

are trying to gather the information 

through RTI. Cabinet Memos being secret 

document there was no other means to 

get access to them. Initially we collected 

the Cabinet memo of 29-12-2010, wherein 

approval for 60:40 was taken along with 

approval for 68.8% IDA merger for pre 

2007 pensioners. But then from the 

queries of DOE we came to know that in 

the year 2005 itself there is an exclusive 

Cabinet memo on this subject. Then we 

made series of RTI applications to DOT 

Establishment and DOT Finance and 

collected all related documents, about 95 

pages, most of which are of ‘secret’ 

category. After studying them the entire 

backdrop and happenings of the pension 

issue of BSNL pensioners including its 

present status became clear to us. In this 

write up we are trying to present all the 

happenings since 2000 i.e. from formation 

of BSNL chronologically with extracts of 

relevant documents obtained through RTI. 

All of you are aware that at the time of 

formation of BSNL, it was assured to us 

that our pension will be secured and 

Government will shoulder its 

responsibility. Let us now see what is 

written in the Cabinet Memo dated 25-09-

2000.      
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                                                        (Memo no 2-2/99-Restg.(Vol-I) dated 25-09-2000) 

In this memo para 4.4 it is narrated that 

pension will be paid by the government 

and PSU (BSNL) will pay the pension 

contribution. Also in para 7 again it is 

narrated that payment of terminal benefits 

(which include pensionery benefits) is the 

Governments liability. But in this 

paragraph also a link between payment of 

pension and accrual from BSNL in terms of 

pension contribution etc has been hinted 

and it is told that if in future the fund 

becomes insufficient the general 

exchequer will need to make good the 

shortfall. Here we have to remember that 

the Cabinet Memos are secret documents 

and one can know about the contents to 

the extent it is reproduced in the related 

executive orders. Now let us see what is 

mentioned in one of the related executive 

order:- 

 
DOT No. 36-15/2000-Pen(T) dated 09.11.2000 
Subject: Entitlement for Pension, other Retirement Benefits, Job Security and 
Carry Over of Leave in respect of Employees to be Absorbed in BSNL. 
It has been decided by the Government that the employees of DOT who will be absorbed in 
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) will be entitled to the Government’s scheme of 
pension/family pension even after their absorption in BSNL. Payment of pension will be made 
by the Government and for this, arrangements, are being worked out for obtaining pension 
contribution from BSNL to be deposited with the Government. It has also been decided that 
dismissal or removal from service of an employee after his absorption in the PSU for any 
subsequent misconduct shall not amount to forfeiture of the retirement benefits for the 
service rendered under the Government and in the event of his dismissal, removal or 
retrenchment the decisions of BSNL shall be subject to review by the Administrative Ministry. 
The Government has already issued Notification dated 30.9.2000 to this effect wherein the 
pension framework has been made part of the CCS (Pension) Rules, amending Rule 37 using 
powers under Article 309 of the Constitution of India. (Copy enclosed). 
It has further been decided that the Earned Leave and the Half Pay Leave at the credit of the 
employees on the date of absorption shall stand transferred to the PSU. 
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This may be widely circulated in your circle/ unit so that the employees are duly informed of 
the decision taken by the Government. 

 

In this order nothing is mentioned about 

the contents of para 7 of the Cabinet 

Memo. Here only the conditions of para 

4.4 is reiterated. It is mentioned that the 

Government will pay the pension and 

the PSU(BSNL) will pay the pension 

contribution. We at the time of 

absorption understood, that 

Government will pay the pension means 

it will be paid by the Government from 

its exchequer. None realised the jugglery 

of words and difference between 

“Government will pay” and “Government 

will pay from its exchequer”. Otherwise if 

the contents of para 7 was Known that 

time that there is a role of BSNL in 

pension payment apart from pension 

contribution, nobody would have opted 

for absorption in BSNL. Afterwards on 

31-07-2002, DOT issued terms of 

settlement between DOT and BSNL and 

there again it is only mentioned that 

BSNL has to pay pension contribution as 

per FR 116 and FR 117. The extract is  :  

 

 
                                                                                                  (no 2-1/200/TA-I/17 dt 31-07-2000) 
 

Thereafter as per the available 

documents the problem started in the 

year 2004. Violating all assurances given 

at the time of absorption Department of 

Expenditure (Finance Ministry) started 

pressurising DOT that in accordance to 

clause 22 of Rule 37A BSNL should 

shoulder full responsibility of pension 

payment. To understand the root cause 

of the problem one has to go through 

the following paragraphs of the draft 

cabinet memo prepared by DOT on 29-

10-2004. 
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But DOT never agreed to the arguments 

and logic of the DOE. They were always 

of the opinion that the Government 

should shoulder full responsibility of 

pension, and BSNL should have no 

liability in this respect. Narrating the 

dispute and their opinion, DOT placed 

the cabinet memo dated 29-10-2004 to 

the Cabinet for their opinion to settle 

the issue. The proposal of DOT was as 

below:- 
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But the Cabinet did not agree to the 

proposal of the DOT instead it formed a 

Committee of Secretaries (COS) to settle 

the dispute. Cabinet asked DOT to place 

the cabinet memo before the Committee 

and thereafter to resubmit the Cabinet 

Memo along with the opinion of the 

Committee. Accordingly COS comprising 

Secretaries of DOT, DOE and also the 

Cabinet Secretary met on 14-10-2004. 

From the minutes of the meeting it is 

seen that the secretaries of DOE and 

DOT placed the same views as expressed 

in the Cabinet Memo dated 29-10-2004. 

DOE was sticking to the same point that 

BSNL should shoulder 100% 

responsibility of Pension. Then the 

Cabinet Secretary opined the following:  

  

 
Kindly note the statement of the Cabinet 

Secretary carefully. In his opinion the 

Government can bear some 

responsibility without leading to net out-

go from exchequer. This means that 

Government can only spend something 

from the income accrued from BSNL not 

from exchequer. That in turn leads to the 

following decision of the COS : 
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Thus COS in turn accepted the original 

argument of DOE that BSNL has to 

shoulder 100% pension liability, only in a 

round about way. In this arrangement 

60% of the amount paid by BSNL in 

terms of License Fee etc will be utilised 

for pension payment and if this amount 

become insufficient them BSNL will also 

pay the additional amount separately. 

Pension contribution will be over and 

above this arrangement. Therefore for 

pension payment BSNL is made 100% 

responsible. Thereafter DOT as per 

earlier instruction of the Cabinet made 

necessary changes in the Cabinet memo 

accommodating opinions of the COS 

and resubmitted the new Cabinet Memo 

to the Cabinet on 14-01-2005. Cabinet 

accorded its approval on 27-01-2005: 

The extract of the new Cabinet Memo is 

as below: 
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Apart from the change in the pension 

payment arrangements contrary to what 

was promised at the time of absorption, 

please note another significant change. 

As per para 11, now three categories of 

pensioners are brought under the 

purview of this new payment system. 1) 

Those who retired before 1-10-2000, 2) 

Those who took absorption and 3) Those 

who are on deemed deputation in BSNL 

i.e ITS Officers. Provision of the third 

category was not there in Rule 37A, now 

they are freshly included. Thereafter 

pension of all the three groups will be 

met from the same fund which will be 

formed from 60% of the payment 

received from BSNL.  

Thus DOT was succumbed to the 

pressure of DOE. But they preferred to 

keep it secret in fear of staff agitation 

and strike. Not only to the Unions and 

Associations they kept it secret from 

BSNL also. On 21-02-2005 there was a 

meeting between DOT and BSNL on 

pension issue but nothing on the 

Cabinet Approval was discussed which is 

evident from the DO letter written by 

CMD BSNL after the meeting. In that 

letter CMD is extending his gratitude for 

accepting the responsibility of pension 

by the Government. He also requested 

DOT to reconfirm the points mentioned 

in his letter. The issue of keeping the 

cabinet decision secret in the meeting 
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was mentioned in a note sheet by DOT 

itself afterwards, which is reproduced 

later in this write up. The DO letter of 

CMD BSNL was as below:   

 

 
(DO NO 550/57/2003-04/CA II BSNLdated 24-02-2005) 
 

In reply Secretary DOT confirming the points replied:  
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We have seen these two letters 

individually many times earlier and felt 

assured that our pension is secured. But 

now after knowing the background of 

issuance of the letters, the meanings of 

the letters are totally changed. Now we 

are to think why after the meeting of 21-

02-05, CMD wrote the letter asking re-

confirmation of the points and Secretary 

DOT in turn tactfully confirmed them 

without mentioning the main point i.e. 

now Govt responsibility is limited to 60% 

of the collection from BSNL and rest 

have to be borne by BSNL. The main fact 

behind this hide and seek game may be 

that, in the year 2005 BSNL was in huge 

profit and DOT in turn was also receiving 

huge amount from BSNL. 60% of that 

earning was more than sufficient to cater 

the expenses of pension. DOT might 
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have thought that the same situation will 

continue for coming years also and the 

60% content of the collected amount 

from BSNL will be always enough for the 

pension expenditure, hence the cabinet 

decision may be kept secret to avoid 

staff agitation or strike. Perhaps based 

on this belief they misinformed the 

cabinet secretariat also about 

compliance of the cabinet decision. In 

reply to the query made by the Cabinet 

Secretariat vide  93/2/5/2004-Cab dated 

06-06-2005, DOT replied that the 

decision of the Cabinet has been 

conveyed by Secretary DOT to CMD 

BSNL vide DO No 1-45/2003-B dated 17-

06-2005. But in that letter the main 

decision of the Cabinet on limiting 

Government responsibility to 60% of 

collection from BSNL is not mentioned. 

 

 
                                                                        (No 93/2/5/2004-Cab dated 06-06-2005) 
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                                                                                                       (No 1-45/2003-B dated 17-06-2005) 
 

Hereafter on 15-06-2006 DOT issued the 

letter reproduced below. Here for the 

first time, one and half year after the 

Cabinet Decision, DOT mentioned the 

contents of the Cabinet Decision without 

indicating that the decisions have got 

approval of the Cabinet. Immediately 

huge staff agitation started and all 

unions/associations demanded 

withdrawal of this order. CMD BSNL also 

protested against this letter. But even 

after the pressure DOT never disclosed 

that this is a Cabinet Decision and 

pretended as if it is a decision of DOT 

only. 
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                                                                                                    (No 1-45/2003-B dated 15-06-2006) 

 

 

From the four page note sheets of File 
No 1-45/2003-B (Pt I) from Director (B&P) dt 

04-09-2006 it is seen that the incidence 

and reactions of the Unions/Associations 

after issuance of the letter dated 15-06-

2006 is narrated. In one place the fact 

that the cabinet decision was kept secret 

from BSNL was also mentioned. The 

reason for mentioning the full text of the 

Cabinet Memo in the letter dated 15-06-

2006 was also mentioned. 
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Finally after describing all the events 

since formation of BSNL to the protests 

being lodged by the 

Unions/Associations, approval of the 

secretary DOT was sought on two 

proposals as mentioned below. 

 
Secretary DOT was silent on the first 

proposal for revival of the case 

regarding the Cabinet Approval, but he 

approved the proposal of formation of a 

“Rolling Fund” since inception of BSNL 

from the 60% of the receipts for 

exclusive purpose of paying pension. 

Therefore we are receiving our pensions 

from the collections of this rolling fund 

where excess amount has been 

accumulated from year 2000 to 2010 

when BSNL was in profit. Now although 

the 100% payment of BSNL on license 

fee etc is insufficient for full pension 
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payment, still pension is paid to us 

because of the earlier accumulated 

excess amount in the rolling fund from 

year 2000 to 2010. Naturally the 

question arose, what will happen when 

this accumulated rolling fund will get 

exhausted? In reply many refer to the 

following letter issued on 2009. Let us 

now analyse the content and context of 

the letter:  

 
                                                                                              (No 40-12/2007-Pen(T) dated 05-01-2009) 

If the content of the second para is seen 

one may rightly think that there is no 

concern for our pension at all. One may 

also think that particularly after the 

Cabinet Decision of 2005, certainly this 

letter might have been issued under 

proper approval. To ascertain this, we 

collected the note sheets which led into 

the issuance of such letter through RTI. 

After studying the note sheets, it is 

revealed that the letter was issued to 

convince the ITS officers who were 

refusing to take absorption under the 

backdrop of the Cabinet Approval of 

2005. It is also revealed that, at least Sh 

S S Sirohi and Sh Satis Sarma the 

President and the Secretary of ITSA 

respectively were fully aware about the 

content of the Cabinet Memo 2005. To 

make them convince about the 

absorption, a meeting was convened on 

16-12-2008 at 11 AM at the chamber of 

Secretary DOE. In the said meeting apart 

from above mentioned ITSA leaders, 

Secretary DOT and his officers, Secretary 

DOE with her officers were present. In 

that meeting under the objections of 

ITSA leaders, it was decided that 
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Secretary DOT will issue a letter 

clarifying the provisions of section 21 of 

rule 37A that even if the money from 

BSNL become insufficient for pension 

payment still Government will pay the 

pension. Surprisingly it was also decided 

that for this new provision no Cabinet 

Approval is required. But neither the 

minutes of the meeting were issued nor 

any written approval of DOE in favour of 

this decision were taken anywhere. The 

related note sheets were processed 

within the DOT before issuance of the 

letter. Even the opinion of Member (F) 

DOT that, simultaneous action should be 

taken for annulation of the cabinet 

decision along with the issue of the 

order, was overruled by the secretary 

DOT as the legal advisor opined so. 

Perhaps the Secretary DOT was 

desperate that time to get the ITS 

officers absorbed in BSNL, but they did 

not believe the letter and did not take 

absorption. The validity of this letter 

without the proper approval of either 

member(F) or DOE can always be 

questioned. Perhaps that is why DOT is 

neither referring the meeting dated 16-

12-2008 nor the letter dated 05-01-2009 

while justifying the queries of DOE 

regarding the additional expenditure 

required for 78.2% IDA merger issue. 

That is also the reason for excluding the 

reference of this letter from the final 

Cabinet Memo dated 29-12-2010 

regarding 68.8% IDA merger for pre 

2007 pensioners, although it was 

mentioned in the draft memo. In the 

present system a government order 

which is in contrary of a Cabinet decision 

cannot be issued based on some verbal 

discussion. The complete note sheet has 

been uploaded in our website 

www.aibsnlretd.org  on 03-10-2015. 

However the final page is reproduced 

below.   

 

 

http://www.aibsnlretd.org/
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Here one more information is relevant. 

On 30-08-2007, as per memo no 30-

04/2007-SR one committee was 

constituted to discuss the issues raised 

by BSNLEU in which GS/BSNLEU was a 

member. In the report submitted after 

four rounds of discussion, it is found that 

on pension issue no where the decision 

of the cabinet was discussed. On the 

contrary only general statements are 

made as below: 
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We hope that after reading all the facts 

narrated above, the actual status 

regarding pension of BSNL pensioners is 

clear to all. It is crystal clear that till such 

time the 60% ceiling arrangement exists, 

no pension revision is possible, be it 

78.2% IDA merger or expected pension 

revision in 2017. At present, due to loss 

making, the entire collection from BSNL 

on licence fee etc is less than the 

required amount for pension payment. 

From where the additional fund for 

pension revision will come. DOE will 

never agree to provide the additional 

amount from the exchequer till the 60% 

ceiling decision of cabinet is annulled. 

Not only the BSNL pensioners, even the 

CDA pensioners (those who retired 

before 1-10-2000 and the ITS officers on 

deemed deputation)  who are expecting 

their pension to be revised as per 7
th

 

CPC may also face the similar problem in 

fund provisioning required for their 

pension revision. Because at present, as 

per the decision of the cabinet their 

pension is also being paid from the 

seme rolling fund created out of 60% 

collection from BSNL on licence fee etc. 

 

The purpose of this write up is not to 

panic the pensioners. We are aware that 

it is not easy to change the conditions of 

our absorption unilaterally. But still we 

cannot shy away from the happenings 

and developments on this vital issue of 

pension. Presently DOT is pursuing with 
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the DOE for annulment of 60% ceiling 

provision in the proposed Cabinet 

Memo for 78.2% IDA merger. If they are 

successful in their effort then we are 

relieved. But if they are unsuccessful 

then a very difficult battle is waiting for 

the pensioners to fight out. And for that 

purpose all the pensioners associations 

has to come under a single umbrella to 

fight out the battle. We from 

AIRBSNLEWA has written to all 

Association and Unions with this 

request. The big Associations, who are 

having large membership has to take the 

lead in this respect. If anyone wants to 

see the complete documents from which 

extracts are used in this write up, they 

may visit www.aibsnlretd.org and see the 

documents uploaded on 27-05-2015,19-

09-2015,03-10-2015. To conclude this 

write up we are furnishing the following 

information. Till now we have submitted 

six applications under RTI to DOT. In 

reply they have supplied about 150 

pages of document and replied all 

questions except the following four 

questions. Even after review petition and 

application to RTI commission they did 

not reply and maintained their silence. 

The questions were:  

 

 

 
 

(We shall be gratefull if you kindly send your opinion on this write up through email to 

sdebhl@yahoo.co.in or text to 9433000088). 

    ---------X--------- 
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